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Anonymous and Transparent Gateway-based
Password-Authenticated Key Exchange
Michel Abdalla, Malika Izabachène, and David Pointcheval
Ecole Normale Supérieure, CNRS, INRIA, France
Abstract. In Asiacrypt 2005, Abdalla et al. put forward the notion of gateway-based passwordauthenticated key exchange (GPAKE) protocol, which allows clients and gateways to establish a
common session key with the help of an authentication server. In addition to the semantic security
of the session key, their solution also provided additional security properties such as password protection with respect to malicious gateways and key privacy with respect to curious authentication
servers. In this paper, we further pursue this line of research and present a new and stronger security model for GPAKE schemes, combining all above-mentioned security properties. In addition
to allowing a security proof for all these security properties, the new security model has also other
advantages over the previous one such as taking into account user corruptions. After describing the
new security model, we then present a new variant of the GPAKE scheme of Abdalla et al. with
similar efficiency. Like the original scheme, the new scheme is also transparent in that it does not
differ significantly from a classical 2-PAKE scheme from the point of view of a client. Finally, we
also show how to add client anonymity with respect to the server to the basic GPAKE scheme by
using private information retrieval protocols.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

To address practical scenarios in which the service provider is actually composed of two distinct
entities, one being the direct interlocutor of the client and the other being a back-end server
capable of checking the identity of the client, Abdalla et al. [1] put forward the notion of
gateway-based authenticated key exchange. A gateway-based authenticated key exchange [1]
is a three-party protocol, which provides a client C and a gateway G with a common session
key with the help of an authentication server S, which authorizes or not the access for the
client. Among the various means of authentication that can be considered, the most interesting
one from a practical point of view is the password-based setting in which a simple humanmemorizable secret, called a password, is used for authentication.
Due to the low entropy of passwords, gateway-based password-authenticated key exchange
protocols may be subject to exhaustive search attacks, also known as dictionary attacks [5, 7,
10,18,21], in which the adversary tries to break the security of the scheme by trying all possible
values for the password. In these attacks, which can be either online or off-line depending on
whether the attacker needs to interact with the system in order to test whether a password guess
is correct, the success probability of an attacker can be significantly high. Since online dictionary
attacks cannot be avoided, the main goal of gateway-based authenticated key exchange protocols
based on passwords is to show that off-line dictionary attacks are not possible. As in other
password-based protocols, this is done by showing that, after k active attempts, the success
probability of an adversary of impersonating one of parties or distinguishing a session key from
a random key is at most O(k/N ), where N is the size of the dictionary and the hidden constant
is preferably 1, and not much more than that as could be the case with partition attacks [9].
1.2

Related Work

Unfortunately, security against off-line dictionary attacks may not be sufficient since some of
the parties involved in the protocol may be malicious. In particular, it may be possible for a
malicious gateway to gain information about the values of user passwords and for the malicious
authentication servers to learn the value of the session keys. To overcome this problem, Abdalla,
c Springer-Verlag 2008.

Chevassut, Fouque, and Pointcheval [1] proposed a new setting for gateway-based systems,
termed gateway-based password-authenticated key exchange (GPAKE), which protects both
the session keys and the passwords. In their work, in addition to the usual notion of semantic
security outlined above, two other security goals were considered: key privacy with respect to
servers and password protection with respect to gateways. The former says that the session key
should remain indistinguishable from random, even with respect to a honest-but-curious server
that knows the passwords of all the users. The latter states that the gateway should not learn
any information about the passwords of clients, from the authentication server.

1.3

Contributions

In this paper, we further investigate the line of research initiated by Abdalla et al. [1] on
GPAKE schemes. In a first step, we provide in Section 2.2 a new and stronger security model
which captures all of the above security notions in a single security game. The new model has
several advantages over the previous one. First, the new model does not require a separate proof
for each security property. Second, the new model also allows for corruptions of participants,
thus dealing with the issue of forward secrecy. Third, in relation to the key privacy with respect
to the server, the new security model also extends the class of sessions for which the session
keys are private to the adversary, in particular allowing some sessions to remain fresh even after
the corruption of a player.
After describing the new security model, we then present in Section 3 a new scheme based on
the GPAKE scheme of Abdalla et al. [1]. Like the original scheme, our new GPAKE scheme does
not require too much additional computational load for the client when compared to a classical
2-PAKE scheme. This is the so-called transparency property: from the client point of view, the
scheme should not differ significantly from a classical 2-PAKE scheme between 2 parties. Though
the security guarantees provided by the new scheme are stronger, the latter is only slightly less
efficient than the original scheme proposed in [1]. The complexity assumptions used in the proof
of security of the new scheme are also similar to those used by the original scheme in [1]. In
both cases, the proof of security is in the random oracle model.
An additional feature considered in [1] was password privacy with respect to servers, in
which users’ passwords are kept secret even from servers. To achieve this goal, the responsibility
for authenticating users was distributed among several servers using standard techniques in
threshold-based cryptography. Such a technique can be applied to our new protocol too. In
Section 4, we address a different and perhaps more crucial privacy concern: the possibility that
servers can log connections and profile users. We would thus like to preserve the anonymity of
the clients and ensure that the connections are unlinkable, in the same vein as [11]. Towards
this goal, we show in Section 4 how to add client anonymity to the scheme in Section 3 by using
Private Information Retrieval protocols (PIR) [15, 16]. The use of PIR is not new, but it shows
a new feature of our GPAKE protocol: it can be efficiently interfaced with a PIR. Furthermore,
this new feature can be used in conjunction to the previous password privacy with respect to
the servers.
Finally, it is important to note that, since we designed our protocol with client anonymity in
mind, it is not possible for a server to distinguish an honest authentication request by a client
from an online impersonation attack by a malicious gateway. That is, the server cannot detect
online dictionary attacks. As a result, clients’ passwords should be renewed more often in the
present scheme than in the case of standard 2-PAKE schemes. In cases where this is not possible,
one should use instead a protocol without client anonymity and in which the server can detect
online dictionary attacks.
2

2

Security Model

2.1

Notation

In the three-party-protocol, each participant will be denoted as U ∈ U, which can be either a
client, a gateway or the (authentication) server. In the password-based scenario, each client C
holds a password pwC ∈ D, of small entropy and the server manages a database DB, with all
the clients’ passwords. Here, we suppose that there is only one (authentication) server.
We denote by C and G the sets of the clients and the gateways respectively and by S the
server. We thus have U = C ∪ G ∪ {S}. Since any party can be involved concurrently in several
executions, several instances of a party can be activated: we denote by I the set of instances
and by Uis the s-th instance of a participant Ui . When there is no ambiguity, we omit to precise
the instance of the participant, for the sake of clarity in the writing. When Cis and Gtj are
engaged in a conversation to compute a common session key, in case of success, we denote the
s
t
s
session key sks,t
i,j = skCi = skGtj , and we say that Ci and Gj are partners in this session (see
Definition 2).
Definition 1 (Gateway-based Authenticated Key-Exchange).
A gateway-based key-exchange protocol is specified by four polynomial-time algorithms P =
(LL, CLIENT, GATEWAY, SERVER):
– LL specifies the initial distribution of the long-lived keys. It takes as input a security parameter k;
– CLIENT specifies how a client C behaves; It takes as input an instance C s , a state sC , the
identity of the sender, and a message m. It outputs the message the client C should send
as answer;
– GATEWAY specifies how a gateway G behaves; It takes as input an instance Gs , a state sG ,
the identity of the sender, and a message m. It outputs the message the gateway G should
send as answer;
– SERVER specifies how S behaves; It takes as input an instance S s , a state sS , the identity of
the sender, and a message m. It outputs the message the server S should send as answer.
In the definition above, the specific format of the input message m will depend on the specific
protocol being analyzed. LL(k) is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm, which returns the
long-lived keys for all the participants. In our particular case of password-based authentication
for the client, and symmetric private and authenticated channels between the gateways and the
server, they consist in:
– a password pw for each client (given to the server too);
– a symmetric key SecureChan−S−G for each gateway-server pair to provide a secure channel
(with privacy, integrity and origin of the messages).
2.2

Security Model

In this section, we describe how an adversary will be allowed to interfere in the protocol. Our
model extends the previous work on three-party and gateway-based key-exchange protocols [1,2]
by considering together the notions of:
– key privacy (semantic security of the session key) with respect to the server, and even under
corrupted players (which includes forward-secrecy);
– client’s password protection with respect to the gateway;
– client privacy (anonymity) with respect to the server.
3

The former extends the classical notion, and namely it includes the server in the adversary list.
This also justifies the quite new latter notion of anonymity with respect to the server, that we
do not trust, but just for authenticating a valid client, and authorizing the connection. As in [2],
we do not trust the gateway, and thus the password must not be known to it.
We would like to emphasize that the stronger notion of semantic security that we study is
of independent interest. It indeed extends usual security models for 2-party password-based key
exchange protocols [5, 10]: we consider a broader notion of freshness, which is crucial to define
which sessions have to be protected or not. Usually, as soon as a user is corrupted, all the new
sessions are not fresh. However, if the real users play the protocol, the session key may still be
secure in practice, we will introduce that in our security model (this is definitely stronger than
what can be achieved in the universal composability framework [12, 13] as we see later).
Oracle Queries. As in [2], we adopt the Real-or-Random (RoR) security model, which means
that the adversary interacts with the protocol via oracle queries (in any order it wants —
concurrent executions—, and should not be able to distinguish truly random keys from the
real keys. As it has been proved in [2], this model is stronger than the Find-then-Guess (FtG)
security model, where the adversary only has to distinguish a random key from a real one, but
in one session only. The oracle queries are the following ones:
– Execute(Cir , Gsj , S t ): This query models passive attacks in which the adversary asks for an
honest execution of the entire protocol. The adversary gets the whole transcript resulting
from the communication between Cir , Gsj and S t .
– Send(Uir , U ; m): This query models an active attack, where the adversary chooses the message m it sends to the instance Uir , where Ui ∈ C ∪ G ∪ {S} in the name of U . The adversary
gets back the message Ui should produce upon receiving such a message m. If the message
is invalid or if Uir is not in a waiting state, the query is ignored.
Because of the private and authenticated channels between the gateways and the server, if
the gateway G is not corrupted (the flag corruptG is false), the recipient does not accept a
message that has not really been sent by the legitimate sender.
– Reveal(Ujs ): if the session key for instance Ujs has ever been defined, then the answer is the
actual session key skUjs , otherwise, the answer is ⊥.
Intuitively, the Execute-query models passive observations of transcripts and Send-queries
model active attacks against some honest players. They can be combined in an attack game.
Then, sessions obtained via Execute-queries are called “passive sessions”, whereas sessions obtained via Send-queries are called “active sessions”. Of course, Execute-queries can be simulated
by a sequence of Send-queries, but such a sequence of Send-queries is counted as an “active
session”. In the password-based setting, our goal is to prove that the on-line dictionary attack is
the best one: passive sessions do not leak any information about the password, an active session
can help the adversary to test only one password.
The Reveal-query models a misuse of the established session key, and thus the leakage of
information: session keys should not reveal any information about the password.
Semantic Security. One goal of our protocol is to ensure that the session keys established
between C and G remain completely unknown to S and to any other party: session key privacy,
also known as semantic security. Indeed, we want that the adversary could not get any relevant
information on the fresh session keys (not obviously revealed, see the freshness notion below)
from the above queries. To model the capability of the adversary to guess some information on
the session key, we define an additional Test-query. for a random bit b as follows:
– Test(Ujs ): If no session key is defined for instance Ujs or if instance Ujs is not fresh (see notion
of freshness below), then this query is answered by ⊥. If this query has already been asked,
then it outputs the same answer. Otherwise if b = 1, it outputs the real session key (from
4

Reveal(Ujs )), and if b = 0, it outputs a random one of same size. Finally, the flag testUjs
becomes true.
Note that the answer of the oracle is independent of the number of queries the adversary
asks. Indeed, the oracle always answers the same way: all the session keys obtained via Testqueries are either all real or all random, according to the bit b. Furthermore, as soon as the flag
testUjs is set to true, no Reveal(Ujs ) can be asked.
Corruption. We say that a participant U is corrupted and we set corruptU to true if one of
the Corrupt-queries has been asked (it is initially set to false). Note that we consider weak
corruptions only, where the long term secrets are revealed, but not the internal states.
– Corrupt(Ci ): This query models corruption of the client in which the adversary learns the
password of client Ci . We then set corruptCi ← true.
– Corrupt(Gj ): This query models corruption of a gateway in which the adversary gets access
(read/write) to the secure channel between the gateway Gj and the server. We then set
corruptGj ← true.
– Corrupt(S): This query models corruption of the server S in which the adversary learns all
the passwords stored into the server, i.e, pw C for all the clients C, and gets access to the
secure channels between the server and all the gateways (since we assumed a symmetric
protection tool). We then set corruptC ← true and corruptG ← true for all the clients C and
all the gateways G.
Partnering. We use the notion of partnering based on session identifiers (sid), as defined in [5].
In particular, the value of sid is taken to be the partial transcript of the communication between
the client and the gateway before the session key has been accepted.
Definition 2. Two instances Cis and Gtj are said to be partners if and only if the following four
conditions hold:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Both Cis and Gtj have accepted;
Both Cis and Gtj share the same sid;
The partner for Cis is Gtj and vice-versa;
No instance other than Cis accepts with partner Gtj and vice-versa.

Freshness. The goal of the adversary in the Real-or-Random game is to guess the bit b used
during Test-queries. However, this is clear that in some cases, the adversary trivially knows the
actual session key. And, then, the Test-query answer would immediately lead to the bit b value,
whereas the adversary did not really break the semantic security. For example, if the adversary
asks a Reveal-query and a Test-query to the same session.
We thus need to restrict the use of the Test-queries: they must be asked to fresh sessions/instances only.
Informally, we say that an instance is not fresh, and freshU s is thus set to false, when the
adversary could trivially distinguish a random session key from a real one, or when no key exists
yet:
– if U has not accepted. Note that it will make no sense to consider this case since no session
key has been defined: an instance that has not accepted is not fresh. Hence the initialization
of the fresh-tags to false.
– if U has been asked a Reveal-query, any Test-query to U or its partner clearly reveal b. Such
a Reveal-query thus flips the freshness status of the instance and its partner to false.
These two restrictions are classical, and in order to capture the forward-secrecy, a corruption
that happens after the end of the protocol does not affect the freshness status. We consider this
stronger forward-secrecy notion in this paper, contrarily to [1].
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Moreover, in previous freshness definitions, as soon as a party was corrupted, the sessions
initiated afterward were automatically not fresh (this is also the case in the UC security model,
since a corrupted player is under the control of the adversary, and cannot play on its own). Here
are some reasons for considering some sessions initiated after a corruption as not fresh:
– if C is corrupted, the adversary could trivially break the semantic security by playing the
role of the gateway and the server, against the client: he chooses all gateway and server
randomness to compute the common session key;
– if C is corrupted, then the adversary knows the client’s password then he could play the
role of the client, against the gateway;
– if G is corrupted, the adversary can play the role of the gateway, with both the server and
the client.
However, even if everybody is corrupted but the adversary is passive during this session (an
Execute-query or simple forwarding via Send-queries), there is no reason to mark this session
as unfresh. In practice, even if the long term key of a player has been stolen, the latter can be
sure for some session that it is talking with an honest player: it is useful to know that in such
a case, the session key will be secret, hence the freshness of such a session.
Definition 3. When a player U accepts (either Cis or Gtj ), if both this party and its partner are
not corrupted; or, if all the messages received by this party were generated by an honest user
(only oracle-generated-messages —see below— or a passive session —through an Execute-query);
then freshU ← true, else freshU ← false. Later, a Reveal-query can flip the status from true to
false, as explained earlier.
Oracle-Generated Messages. When an instance U s is asked a Send-query for a message m, so
that m has been answered by a Send-query, then we say that this is an oracle-generated-message.
We write OG(U s ) when U s receives an oracle-generated-message. More generally, we write
OG(U s , n), when the n-th flow (in the protocol) received by U s , is an oracle-generated-message.
Definition 4. We say that m is an oracle-generated-message if there exists an instance Ujs , for
s ∈ I and a participant Ui ∈ U such that m = Send(Ujs , Ui ; m′ ) for some message m′ .
Due to the fact that we assume a secure channel, and thus authenticated, between the gateways and the server, all non-oracle-generated messages between the server and a non-corrupted
gateway will be rejected with overwhelming probability, if we choose an appropriate symmetric
encryption mechanism. Indeed, if the gateway is not corrupted no message can be correctly
encrypted to and from it, when communicating with the server.
Secure Protocol. We consider an adversary A, against a protocol P , which has access to Execute,
Send, Reveal-queries, as defined above, as well as to Test-queries to fresh instances only. Let
Succ be the event in which the adversary guesses correctly the bit b determining the behavior
of the Test-query (whether it outputs the real session key or a random one). We define the
AKE-advantage of the adversary A in breaking the semantic security of the protocol P by :
Advake
P (A) = 2 · Pr[Succ] − 1.
Definition 5. We say that a password-authenticated key-exchange protocol P is secure if for
every polynomial time adversary A that interacts actively with at most q instances,
Advake
P (A) <

c·q
+ negl(),
N

where N is the size of the dictionary where the passwords are uniformly drawn, and c is a small
constant (ideally 1, but a larger constant may appear because of the proof details).
6

Note that the security notions of semantic security, key privacy with respect to the server,
forward-secrecy, and password protection, as defined by [1] are implied by the above security
definition. For the three first notions, this is clear since they are modeled by the Test-query.
About the password-protection, if a corrupted gateway could learn some information about the
password, then this information could be used by the adversary to perform a faster on-line
dictionary attack.

3

Our new GPAKE Protocol

3.1

Description of our Scheme

In this section, we describe our new GPAKE protocol, which is a slight variant of [1]. Let
(G, g, q) be the description of a cyclic group G of order q generated by g. Let ℓ be the security
parameter. We need several hash functions G, H1 , and H2 :
G : U 2 × D 7→ G,

H1 : U 2 × G3 7→ {0, 1}ℓ ,

H2 : U 2 × G3 7→ {0, 1}ℓ .

They will be modeled by random oracles in the security analysis. From each password pw ∈ D ′ ,
def
we define PW = G(C, G, pw) ∈ D ⊂ G, assumed to be the authentication means between the client
C and the gateway G, with which the client wants to establish a secure channel (transparency
means that the client does not need to know whether the gateway can compute everything by
itself or needs some help from outside). The client knows pw, and the gateway will ask some
help from the server who knows the PW’s, since the storage limitation is not as strong for him.
Such a random generation of the actual common secret PW (hence the use of a random oracle
G) is crucial for the PCDDH-assumption below. The new protocol still consists of four messages
exchange between the client, the gateway and the server as in [1]. To achieve the stronger notion
of freshness, which may include certain sessions with corrupted players, we need two additional
zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge of the discrete logarithms of h and Y with respect to bases
g and h (see Section 3.2). The complete description can be found in Figure 1, where NIZKPDL
signatures of knowledge are described in the next section. Another difference with respect to the
protocol of [1] is that, upon the reception of X ⋆ and the client identity string C, the gateway
just forwards these two elements to the server. Then, the gateway chooses the exponent y and
computes Y and K at the same time. This allows us to introduce anonymity as we see later in
Section 4.
3.2

Zero-Knowledge Proof of Knowledge of Discrete Logarithm

In our protocol, we need non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge of discrete logarithms. This will actually be a signature of knowledge: we denote by NIZKPDL(m; g, h) the
signature of knowledge of the discrete logarithm of h in basis g on the message m. This is
the Schnorr’s signature [24, 25], proved secure in the random-oracle model [22, 23]. Granted the
forking-lemma, when such a valid proof is generated by the adversary, extraction is possible,
operating one rewind.
More precisely, let us describe the zero-knowledge proofs Π1 and Π2 used in our scheme, on
the message X ⋆ . Let G be a cyclic group of order q generated by g. We use a non-interactive
version of the Schnorr’s proof system presented in [24, 25] to which we apply the Fiat-Shamir
transformation [17] in the random-oracle model [6, 22, 23]:
– Public data: h = gs , description of (G, g, q)
– Witness: the exponent s
– Proof of knowledge of the witness: the prover chooses a random exponent α ∈ Zq and sets
u = gα . He computes c = H(X ⋆ , g, h, u) and v = α − cs mod q. He then sends the proof
(c, v) to the verifier.
7

Client C

Gateway G

G, H1 , H2

G, H1 , H2

def

PW = G(C, G, pw) ∈ D ⊂ G
pw ∈ D′
accept ← false
R

x ← Zq , X ← g

accept ← false

x
0

1

0

Flow 1 A
C, X ⋆
X ⋆ ← X × PW −−−−−−−→
@

R

y ← Zq , Y ← hy
Π2 ← NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; h, Y )
y
K←X
0

x

K←Y
AuthG ← H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K)

1

Flow 2 A
C, G, X ⋆
−−−−−−−→
1
0
Flow 3 A
@
X, h, Π1
←−−−−−−−

@

1

Flow 4 C
C
G, h, Y , C
C
C
AuthG, C
A
Π1 , Π2
←−−−−−−− AuthG ← H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K)

B
B
B
B
B
B
@

′

?

Π1 , Π2 valid? ∧ AuthG′ = AuthG
If no error/reject
sk ← H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K);
accept ← true

sk ← H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K);
accept ← true

The communication channel between the client and the gateway is not authenticated nor private

Gateway G

Server S

G, H1 , H2
0

1

Flow 2 A
C, G, X ⋆
R
−−−−−−−→ s ← Zq , h ← g s
X ← (X ⋆ /PW)s PW is related to C and G
1
0
Flow 3 A
@
X, h, Π1
←−−−−−−− Π1 ← NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; g, h)

@

The communication channel between the gateway and the server is secure (privacy, integrity and origin of the
messages)
Fig. 1. Our new GPAKE
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?

– Verification of the proof: c = H(X ⋆ , g, h, gv hc ).
The forking lemma [22, 23] shows that, in an execution in which a valid proof is generated,
in polynomial time, it is possible to extract the witness, from one of the rewinds with a different random choice for the random oracle, but with any non-negligible (as small as required)
probability.
Note however that during a rewind we have to make sure that no other extraction is needed,
which would imply another rewind, and so. An exponential complexity could happen if several
extractions are needed. But in our analysis, only one extraction is needed.
3.3

Computational Assumptions

For the security of our scheme, we need the following computational assumptions, which are
either quite classical, or at least already used in the past [4]. The last one could be shown to
hold in the generic-group model [26].
Computational-Diffie-Hellman Assumption. Let (G, g, q) be a represented group. The CDHassumption states that given two elements A = ga and B = gb , where a and b are drawn
at random from Zq , it is hard to compute C = Ab = B a = gab . More precisely, given the
experiment,
Expcdh (A)
R

a, b ← Zq , A ← ga , B ← gb , C ← gab
C ′ ← A(A, B)
if C = C ′ , output 1, else output 0
the advantage of A in breaking the CDH-problem, defined by Advcdh (A) = Pr[Expcdh (A) = 1],
in reasonable time, is negligible.
Decisional-Diffie-Hellman Assumption. The DDH-assumption states that the two distributions
(g, A = ga , B = gb , C = gab ) and (g, A = ga , B = gb , C ′ = gc ), where a, b, c are drawn at
random from Zq are computationally indistinguishable. As previously done, we can define an
experiment:
Expddh
(A)
d
R

a, b, c ← Zq , A ← ga , B ← gb
if d = 0, set C ← gc , else set C ← gab
output d′ ← A(A, B, C)
The advantage of A in deciding the DDH-problem in reasonable time is negligible, where:
(A) = 1] − Pr[Expddh
(A) = 1] = negl().
Advddh (A) = Pr[Expddh
1
0
Password-Based Chosen-Basis Diffie-Hellman Assumption. The following problem is a variant
from [4]. Let (G, g, q) be a represented group. The following experiment, Exppcddh
(A, D) defines
b
how we simulate the interaction between the Password-based Chosen-basis Decisional DiffieHellman challenger, or PCDDH-challenger, and the adversary A, where D is a dictionary of N
random and independent elements in G. In a find-stage, the adversary chooses a basis X. It
then receives back PW, X ′ and Y , defined as follows:
R

PW ← D,

R

s0 , s1 ← Zq ,

X ′ ← (X/PW)sb ,

Then, the adversary has to guess the bit b:
Exppcddh
(A, D)
b
(X, s) ← A(find, D)
R

R

PW ← D, s0 , s1 ← Zq
X ′ ← (X/PW)sb , Y ← gs0
output b′ ← A(guess, s, X ′ , Y, PW)
9

Y ← g s0 .

The PCDDH-assumption states that the advantage of A in deciding the PCDDH-problem, with
respect to the dictionary D, in reasonable time, is essentially 1/N :
(A) = Pr[Exppcddh
(A, D) = 1]
Advpcddh
1
D
− Pr[Exppcddh
(A, D) = 1] ≤
0

1
N

+ negl().

We insist on the fact that for the problem to be hard, the elements in the dictionary D must be
independently drawn from G. Namely, the relative discrete logarithms, of any quotient of any
pair, in basis g must be hard to compute. Note that the computational variant, where the goal is
to compute X ′ = (X/PW)s0 , given Y and PW, for a chosen X, with probability greater than 1/N ,
holds under the CDH-assumption. Since the passwords are independent and random elements
in G, the adversary has to guess the password. Even without formal proof, such a decisional
assumption seems reasonable under the DDH-one.
3.4

Security Result

Granted the PCDDH-assumption, one can prove the security of this protocol, in a strong sense,
since the freshness notion is much more general than usual: it of course covers the forwardsecrecy, by keeping a session as fresh even after a corruption of the parties. But even after
corruptions, sessions where the adversary only forwards messages are also considered fresh. The
security proof of our new GPAKE scheme can be found in the Appendix A.
Theorem 6 (Security). Let us consider protocol from Figure 1 over a group of prime order
q, where D is a dictionary of size N . Let us consider an adversary A that is able to initiate
concurrent executions of the protocol, and to corrupt any party (in a non-adaptive way, i.e.
one cannot corrupt a player in the middle of a session, but before the session starts only). If A
makes less than qsend sessions with the parties, under the CDH, DDH, and PCDDH assumptions,
where qsend is the number of Send-queries of A, we have,
Advake (A) ≤

12qsend
+ negl().
N

One can note that Execute-queries have no impact in the above result. Information leaked during
such session is indeed negligible.

4

Adding Client Anonymity

In many applications, anonymity is a crucial property to be satisfied, otherwise all the connections of the clients can be logged and then analyzed to profile the users.
For privacy reasons, a client may want to make his connections anonymous and unlinkable.
One way is first to use different gateways. But the authentication server is unique, and thus
one cannot use a different one for each connection. Whereas the server is the only party able to
authorize, or not, the connection, we will try to hide the client identity to it.
To this aim, we can see the server as a virtual dynamic database: for each authorization
request, the server builds the answers for all the possible clients, but the gateway gets the
one related to the actual client: the gateway and the server can run a PIR protocol [15, 16], so
that the server does not learn anything about the client. Note that using an SPIR scheme [20]
additionally provides privacy to the server, since the gateway will not learn more than the value
it is interested in.
Recall that a PIR is a communication-efficient primitive which allows a user to retrieve a
string in an n-string database without revealing anything about the index of the data the user
is querying. An SPIR is a PIR, which satisfies the additional property of database privacy.
Several PIR have been proposed in the literature: with information-theoretic privacy for
the user and/or the database, or with computational privacy only [14]. They may use one, or
10

several duplicated databases [19]. Recently, [8] proposed an efficient SPIR scheme based on a new
homomorphic public-key cryptosystem which reduces considerably the complexity of existing
schemes.
The nice feature of our new GPAKE is the efficient implementation with any SPIR. Namely,
any good SPIR scheme can be applied with our construction, and thus we do not need to choose,
nor to describe, a specific scheme, but just to use the query of a “black-box” system. We will
show that we can reduce considerably the size of the “virtual” database, which would have a
practical impact, whatever actual PIR scheme we use.
With our construction, each client owns a password indexed by i, which index is the secret
of the gateway. The server manages a database of size n, the number of clients, which contains
all the passwords for each client.
A trivial way to introduce anonymity to the protocols (ours, and [1]) using an SPIR is to
dynamically generate a database, for each session, as follows: upon reception of a Send-query,
with input X ⋆ , the server computes the answers for each message (Ci , G, X ⋆ ), and thus for all
the possible clients Ci , since it does not know which one is interacting with the gateway G:
the dynamic database consists of all the blocks Bi = (gsi , (X ⋆ /PWi )si , Πi ). Then, the gateway
runs the SPIR protocol to get the correct Bi , while preserving the anonymity of the client. This
transformation is quite generic, and one can note that the computational cost for the server for
building the database is quite huge, essentially because of the multiple proofs Πi .
We can easily improve efficiency in our case, by computing once (even pre-computing),
and sending h = gs and Π1 , and then the dynamic database only consists of the n entries
Bi = (X ⋆ /PWi )s . This considerably improves the computational cost, and the storage space.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we first strengthen the security model for password-based authenticated key
exchange: we applied it to the gateway-based setting, but it is also relevant in the classical
two-party scenario. We then design a new gateway-based key exchange protocol: a practical
application is the establishment of a secure channel between a client and an application server
with the help of an authentication server. The application server does not learn anything about
the authentication material, and the authentication server does not learn anything about the
session key. We focus on the password-based authentication approach, which is a quite practical
one. Eventually, we address anonymity: the server does not need to be aware of the actual client.
It should just check whether the identity and the password match (are in the database). Our
new protocol can be efficiently interfaced with any PIR protocol to achieve client-anonymity.
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A

Security Proof

In this proof, we are interested in the event Sn which occurs when the adversary correctly guesses
the bit b involved in the Test-query, that is, b′ = b. To do so, we consider a sequence of games,
which are slightly modified to reduce an attack into an algorithm against a computationally
hard problem. We will denote by ∆n the distance between two consecutive games Gn and Gn+1 .
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We start with the real attack game. Note that even if the channel between the gateways and
the server are private, we will simulate the communications. The adversary can record them
and check later their validity, when it has corrupted a gateway.
Game G0 :

This is the real protocol, in the random-oracle model. By definition, we have:
Advake
GPAKE (A) = 2 Pr[S0 ] − 1.

Game G1 :
In this game, we simulate the hash functions (random oracles) G, H1
and H2 , but also two additional hash functions H1′ , H2′ : U 2 × G2 → {0, 1}ℓ , that will appear
later in the security analysis (see Figure 2). We also simulate Send, and Execute-queries, as the
players would proceed according to our new GPAKE protocol, and the Reveal and Test-queries
as the challenger is supposed to do according to the security model (see Figure 3). From this
simulation, we easily see that this game is perfectly indistinguishable from the real protocol.
Game G2 :

To proceed to an easier analysis, we remove games in which some collisions appear:

– collisions on the output of G
– collisions on the output of H1 and H2
– collisions on the partial transcripts (C, G, X ⋆ , Y )
2
qsession
+ qG2
q2
+ Hℓ = negl(),
2q
2
where qsession is the number of sessions, and qG , qH are the number of queries to the oracles G
and H1 , H2 respectively.

∆2 ≤

Game G3 : In this game, we consider trivial attacks in which the adversary tries to manufacture an authenticator AuthG. In a first step, we show that if there is no H2 -query associated to
AuthG, then the attack fails with overwhelming probability. Note however that if such a query
exists, it is unique, since we have removed collisions from H2 (and H1 ) in G2 . Furthermore,
we modify the simulation of the client, when nobody is corrupted but the client receives a
non-oracle-generated message: it rejects the authenticator.
◮Rule C2(3)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ ¬OG(C, 4), reject.
– Lookup in ΛH for K such that AuthG′ = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
• if there is not, then reject.
x
• If Π1 and Π2 are valid and K = Y ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
G3 is identical to G2 except if a valid authenticator has been rejected:

Hash oracles

– BadReject-NoAskH: the hash query has not been asked, but the authenticator is valid;
– BadReject-Uncorrupted: nobody is corrupted, but the adversary manages to build a valid
authenticator (without the help of the authentication server, since it cannot ask any query
not intercept any communication from the server, because of the private channel).
For a hash-query Hn (q) (resp. H′n (q)), such that a record (n, q, r) appears in ΛH (resp. ΛH′ ), the
answer is r. Otherwise one chooses a random element r ∈ {0, 1}ℓ , answers with it, and adds the record
(n, q, r) to ΛH (resp. ΛH′ ).
For a hash-query G(q) such that a record (q, r) appears in ΛG , the answer is r. Otherwise the answer
r is chosen at random in G. The record (q, r) is added to ΛG .

Fig. 2. Simulation of the hash function in our new GPAKE protocol
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Send-queries to C
Send-queries to G

We answer to the Send-queries to a C-instance as follows:
– A Send(C; INIT)-query is processed according to the following rule:
◮Rule C1(1)
Choose a random exponent x ∈ Zq , compute X = g x and X ⋆ = X × PW.
Then the query is answered with (C, X ⋆ ) and the instance goes to an expecting state.
– A Send(C, G; h, Y , AuthG, Π1 , Π2 )-query is processed according to the following rule:
◮Rule C2(1)
x
Compute K = Y and AuthG′ = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
If Π1 and Π2 are valid and AuthG = AuthG′ ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
Then freshC is defined considering the previous definition 3. Finally, C accepts if everything is
correct, and terminates in any case.
– All the other cases are ignored.
We answer to the Send-queries to a G-instance as follows:
– A Send(G, C; C, X ⋆ )-query is simply processed by forwarding back (C, G, X ⋆ ).
– A Send(G, S; X, h, Π1 )-query is processed according to the following rules:
◮Rule G1(1)
Check whether Π1 is valid or not.
y
Choose random y ∈ Zq . Compute Y = hy and K = X .
⋆
Construct Π2 = NIZKPDL(X ; h, Y ), granted y.
◮Rule G2(1)

Other queries

Send-queries to S

Compute AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K) and sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K)
Then freshG is defined considering the definition 3. Then, G accepts and terminates.
The query is answered with (G, h, Y , AuthG, Π1 , Π2 ).
– All the other cases are ignored.
We answer to the Send-queries to an S-instance as follows:
– A Send(S, G; C, G, X ⋆ )-query is processed according to the following rules:
◮Rule S(1)
Choose a random s ∈ Zq and compute h = g s .
Compute X = (X ⋆ /PW)s , where PW is C’s password.
Construct Π1 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; g, h), granted s.
The query is answered with (X, h, Π1 )
– All the other cases are ignored.
An Execute(Cir , Gsj , S t ) is processed using successively the simulation of Send-queries as follows:
(C, X ⋆ ) ← Send(C; INIT), using EC1(1) instead of C1(1) ;
(C, G, X ⋆ ) ← Send(G, C; C, X ⋆ );
(X, h, Π1 ) ← Send(S, G; C, G, X ⋆ ), using ES(1) instead of S(1) ;
(G, h, Y , AuthG, Π1 , Π2 ) ← Send(G, S; X, h, Π1 ),
using EG1(1) and EG2(1) instead of G1(1) and G2(1) respectively;
and Send(C, G; h, Y , AuthG, Π1 , Π2 ), using EC2(1) instead of C2(1) .
Then, return the transcript (C, G, X ⋆ ), (X, h, Π1 ), (G, h, AuthG, Π1 , Π2 ).
A Reveal(U )-query returns the session key skU , if the instance has already accepted and if the instance
has not been tested yet. And it returns ⊥ otherwise.
A Test(U )-query returns always the same random sk ∈ SK, if b = 0. Otherwise it returns Reveal(U ).

Fig. 3. Simulation of our new GPAKE protocol
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Then, ∆3 ≤ Pr[BadReject-Uncorrupted3 ]+Pr[BadReject-NoAskH3 ]. We deal with the latter event
BadReject-Uncorrupted later. For the former case, it is easy to see that:
Pr[BadReject-NoAskH3 ] ≤

qsend
= negl(),
2l

where qsend is the number of Send-queries.
Note that such a BadReject-Uncorrupted-event may happen for one password for each session,
since a tuple (g, X ⋆ /PW, Y , K) for the K involved in the H2 -query may be a CDH-tuple for at
most one value of PW. However, since our simulation still uses the valid password, we cannot
claim that the probability is bounded by qsend /N , yet. The view of the adversary may leak
some information about the password, so that it guesses it more easily. The next games aim
at achieving this goal: simulate everything without using the password, and thus providing no
bias to the adversary.
Game G4 : In this game, we consider only attacks generated via Execute-queries. In such a
case, we modify the simulation of Execute-queries by replacing oracles H1 and H2 by the private
ones H1′ and H2′ . Then, in such cases, we do not need to compute the Diffie-Hellman key K,
since both the authenticator and the session key are completely independent from it. Let see
how we simulate Execute-queries in this game:
◮Rule EG1(4)
Choose random y ∈ Zq , compute Y = hy .
Simulate Π2 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; h, Y ), without using y.
◮Rule EG2(4)
Compute AuthG = H2 ′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ) and sk = H1 ′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
◮Rule EC2(4)
Compute sk = H′ 1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
Games G4 and G3 are indistinguishable unless A queries hash function H1 or H2 on some
⋆
execution transcript CkGkX ⋆ kY kK. As we restrict the analysis to attacks via Execute-queries,
we call this event AskHE. For any event Ev, we have
|Pr[Ev4 ] − Pr[Ev3 ]| ≤ Pr[AskHE4 ].
If event AskHE4 occurs, this means that, for some Execute-transcripts, A can distinguish
whether the simulator has used the private oracle or the public one. In other words, the tuple
(X ⋆ , Y , K), with K = CDH(X ⋆ /PW, Y )) lies in the list ΛH , which means that A can break the
CDH-problem.
To show that, we consider an auxiliary game, in which we do not change anything in the
view of the adversary, but we modify the simulation when A interacts with the protocol via
Execute-queries. It is worth noting that the simulator knows the password, which enables us to
simulate an INIT-query with X = Agα and Y = Bgβ , where A = ga and B = gb are two random
inputs for the CDH-problem.
Game G4.1 :
◮Rule EC1(4.1)
Choose a random exponent α ∈ Zq ,
compute X = Agα and X ⋆ = X × PW.
◮Rule EG1(4.1)
Choose a random β ∈ Zq
and compute Y = Bgβ .
Simulate Π2 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; h, Y ), without using y.
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Thus, if event AskHE occurs, it means that A can extract the CDH-value of A and B in ΛH :
K = CDH(Agα , Bgβ ) = CDH(A, B) × B α Aβ gαβ .
Then, we obtain CDH(A, B) = K/B α Aβ gαβ :
∆4 ≤ Pr[AskHE4 ] ≤ qH × Succcdh (t′ ) = negl(),
where t′ = t + (2qexecute + 3)τ , and τ the time for one exponentiation in the group and where
qexecute is the number of Execute-queries.
Note that in this game, Execute-queries do not involve the password, for the client and the
gateway, since they do not need to compute the authenticator nor the session key.
Game G5 : However, the server still needs the password to compute correctly h and X. We
now simulate it without using the password:
◮Rule ES(5)
Choose a random s ∈ Zq and compute h = gs .
Choose a random t ∈ Zq and compute X = gt .
Simulate Π1 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; g, h), without using s.
Games G5 and G4 are identical except in the simulation of the server. Let us prove that
the difference cannot be detected unless one can break the DDH-assumption.
Game G5.1 :

Let us be given a CDH-triple (A, B, C):

◮Rule EC1(5.1)
Choose random x1 , x2 ∈ Zq , and compute X = gx1 Ax2 and X ⋆ = X × PW.
◮Rule ES(5.1)
Choose random y1 , y2 ∈ Zq , and compute h = gy1 B y2 ,
and X = C x2 y2 Ax2 y1 B x1y2 gx1 x2 .
Simulate Π1 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; g, h).
It is easy to see that this simulation is perfectly identical to the one in game G4 .
Game G5.2 : We now just modify the input (A, B, C), with a random triple: then the simulation
′
′
is perfectly identical to the one in game G4 , then ∆5 ≤ Advddh
G (t ) = negl(), where t =
t + 8qexecute τ , and τ the time for one exponentiation in the group and where qexecute is the
number of Execute-queries.
Game G6 :
In this game, we restrict our analysis to games in which the adversary simply
forwards all the flows via Send-queries . They are thus actually passive executions, similar to
Execute-queries, but we do not know, from the beginning if the whole session will consist of
forwarded messages or not. We want to show that the adversary cannot have any idea about
the session key, unless it can break the CDH-problem. To show that, we make the simulator to
use private functions H1′ and H2′ instead of H1 and H2 , without the value K, as above.
◮Rule G1(6)
Check whether Π1 is valid or not.
Then,
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ OG(G, 1),
choose random y ∈ Zq and compute Y = hy .
y
– else, choose random y ∈ Zq . Compute Y = hy and K = X .
Simulate Π2 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; h, Y ), without using y.
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◮Rule G2(6)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ OG(G, 1), compute
AuthG = H2 ′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ) and sk = H1 ′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
– else, compute
AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K) and sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K)
◮Rule C2(6)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ ¬OG(C, 4), reject.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ OG(G, 1),
compute AuthG′ = H′ 2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
If Π1 and Π2 are valid, and AuthG′ = AuthG,
then compute sk = H′ 1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ), else reject.
– Lookup in ΛH for K such that AuthG′ = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
• if there is not, then reject.
x
• If Π1 and Π2 are valid and K = Y ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
The probability of any event in game G6 and G5 is the same unless the adversary asks H1
or H2 on some particular inputs CkGkX ⋆ kY kK, where K is the Diffie-Hellman value of X ⋆ /PW
and Y . We call this event AskHF6 , since we restrict our analysis to the passive case: simple
forwarding of messages. For any event Ev, we have
|Pr[Ev6 ] − Pr[Ev5 ]| ≤ Pr[AskHF6 ].
Exactly as above in game G4 , we can show that
∆6 ≤ Pr[AskHF6 ] ≤ qH × Succcdh (t′ ) = negl(),
where t′ = t + (2qsend + 3)τ , and τ the time for one exponentiation in the group and where qsend
is the number of Send-queries.
Game G7 : We now consider the case where the gateway is corrupted, and then the adversary can impersonate the server with respect to the gateway (we have assumed a symmetric
authentication). But since it does not know the password, we will make the client to reject. It
is actually the same situation as if the adversary directly impersonates the gateway, without
asking any help to the server (¬OGA(S), where OGA means that a query has been asked to the
oracle, and the input was oracle generated):
◮Rule C2(7)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ ¬OG(C, 4), reject.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ OG(G, 1),
compute AuthG′ = H′ 2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
If Π1 and Π2 are valid, and AuthG′ = AuthG,
then compute sk = H′ 1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ), else reject.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ (¬OGA(S) ∨ ¬OG(G, 3)), reject.
– Lookup in ΛH for K such that AuthG′ = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
• if there is not, then reject.
x
• If Π1 and Π2 are valid and K = Y ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
As for the analysis of the game G3 , G7 is identical to G6 unless the adversary tries to
play instead of the server, and correctly cancel the password. Then, we will reject a valid
authenticator. But this is very unlikely since the adversary does not know the correct password
(the client is not corrupted): For any event Ev, we have
|Pr[Ev7 ] − Pr[Ev6 ]| ≤ ∆7 ≤ Pr[BadReject-C-Uncorrupted7 ].
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Note that such a BadReject-C-Uncorrupted-event may happen for one password for each session,
since a tuple (g, X ⋆ /PW, h, X) output by the adversary may be a CDH-tuple for at most one
value of PW. However, since our simulation still uses the valid password, we cannot claim that
the probability is bounded by qsend /N , where qsend is the number of Send-queries. The next
games will lead to the conclusion.
Game G8 : We now consider attacks in which A directly interacts with the server (the gateway
may be corrupted). Note that when simulating an INIT-query to the client, we do not know yet
whether the generated X ⋆ will be forwarded to S or not. The adversary can send a different
value. The client would likely reject, but some information about the actual password may be
leaked by the server, since the latter uses the password. We will however show that no valuable
information about the password actually leaks, since our simulation of the server will not use
the password anymore.
◮Rule C1(8)
⋆
– if ¬corruptC , choose a random exponent x⋆ ∈ Zq , compute X ⋆ = gx .
– else, choose a random exponent x ∈ Zq , compute X = gx and X ⋆ =
X × PW.
◮Rule S(8)
Choose a random s ∈ Zq and compute h = gs .
Then,
– if ¬corruptC , choose a random t ∈ Zq , compute X = gt .
– else compute X = (X ⋆ /PWi )s , where PWi is Ci ’s password.
Simulate Π1 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; g, h).
◮Rule C2(8)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ ¬OG(C, 4), reject.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ OG(G, 1),
compute AuthG′ = H2′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
If Π1 and Π2 are valid, and AuthG′ = AuthG,
then compute sk = H1′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ), else reject.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ (¬OGA(S) ∨ ¬OG(G, 3)), reject.
– Lookup in ΛH for K such that AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
• if there is not, then reject.
t
• if ¬corruptC , if Π1 and Π2 are valid and Y = K s ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
x
• else, if Π1 and Π2 are valid and K = Y ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
Games G8 and G7 are identical except when the client is not corrupted:
– X ⋆ is simulated without using the password (but it makes no difference),
– then the server simulates h and X independently, without using the password either.
Thereafter, the behavior of the client is modified properly. We want to prove that no matter
who provides the value X ⋆ involved in Send-query comes, the adversary cannot distinguish the
simulation of the server in the two games, except with a negligible advantage.
To prove this result, we use a hybrid argument to show that if the above advantage is not
negligible, then we can break the PCDDH-problem. We construct a sequence of qsend + 1 games
denoted by Hybk , for 0 ≤ k ≤ qsend , where qsend is the number of Send-queries. In each game
Hybk , the i-th session (ordered according to the Send-query) is processed as follows:
– If (i ≤ k), then process Send-queries as in G8 .
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– else, process Send-queries as in G7 .
Let us now define an intermediate game Gk , which is similar to Hybk , excepted:
◮Rule S(8,k)
– if i ≤ k, proceed as in G8 .
– if i = k + 1, send (D, X ⋆ ) as input to the PCDDH-challenger, that
sends back (X, h, PW). Return X and h defined above, by the PCDDHchallenger output.
Simulate Π1 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; g, h).
– else, proceed as in G7 , with PW.
◮Rule C2(8,k)
– if i ≤ k, proceed as in G8 .
– if i = k + 1,
• if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ ¬OG(C, 4), reject.
• if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ OG(G, 1),
compute AuthG′ = H′ 2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
If Π1 and Π2 are valid, and AuthG′ = AuthG,
then compute sk = H′ 1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ), else reject.
• if ¬corruptC ∧ (¬OGA(S) ∨ ¬OG(G, 3)), reject.
• Lookup in ΛH for K such that AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
∗ if there is not, then reject.
∗ if ¬corruptC ,
· if Π1 or Π2 is not valid, reject;
· extract y from Π2 (with one rewind, or fail);
y
· if K = X ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
x
∗ else, if Π1 and Π2 are valid and K = Y , then compute sk =
H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
– else proceed as in G7 .
A′ returns its guess d′ = (b = b′ ) for d, where b′ is the guess of A for the bit b, since we consider
S, but it could be d′ = 1 if and only if any observable event Ev happens.
Actually, this game is either identical to experiment Hybk if d = 0, or to experiment Hybk+1
otherwise, granted the extraction of y:
– If d = 0, (g, X ⋆ /PW, h, X) is a CDH-tuple, thus the server is simulated as in G7 . Then, for
y
x
the client, testing K = X is equivalent to test K = Y ;
– If d = 1, it is also easy to see that the server is simulated as in G8 , since (g, X ⋆ /PW, h, X)
is a random tuple. For the client, we just verify that the adversary honestly computed Y
and K, with a common exponent y.
Thus, games Hybk and Hybk+1 are indistinguishable unless A has a non-negligible advantage
in guessing b correctly (or in distinguishing any observable event Ev). But in such a case, A′
guesses d with a non-negligible advantage:
Advpcddh
(t) ≥ Advpcddh
(A′ ) = Pr[d′ = 1|d = 1] − Pr[d′ = 1|d = 0]
G
G
= Prk+1 [Ev] − Prk [Ev].
As a consequence, under the PCDDH-assumption,
∆8 ≤

qsend
+ negl().
N

One should note that the ordering is done according to the Send-queries. Then, one may
wonder if the proof applies to non-concurrent executions only, or also to concurrent executions.
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Actually, the simulation of the flows before this query are the same in all the hybrid games,
since corruptions are non-adaptive: the adversary cannot corrupt a party in the middle of an
execution of protocol. Then, the analysis allows concurrent executions.
In this game, we now deal with the sessions in which the client is corrupted,
Game G9 :
which means that A (but also the simulator) knows the password.
In this game, we replace the public oracles H1 and H2 by the private ones H1′ and H2′ in
sessions which may be fresh:
– even if the client is corrupted, the adversary may let it play by itself. Then, if OG(G, 1),
then the session may be fresh.
– however, if ¬OG(G, 1), we know that the session will not be fresh. But the protocol must
guarantee that the client is able to verify the validity of the authenticator, whoever sends
the authenticator.
Since we removed trivial cases in G3 (authenticator not asked to the hash function), then
upon reception of (Y , AuthG), the client will extract the input (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K) such that
AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K). Thus, if ¬OG(C, 4), we must verify that the client is able to
reject transcripts for which (g, X ⋆ /PW, Y , K) is not a CDH-tuple, when using the public oracles.
◮Rule G1(9)
Check whether Π1 is valid or not.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG or OG(S, 2) ∧ OG(G, 3),
choose a random exponent y ∈ Zq and compute Y = hy ;
y
– else, choose a random exponent y ∈ Zq , compute Y = hy and K = X .
Simulate Π2 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; h, Y ).
◮Rule G2(9)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG or OG(S, 2) ∧ OG(G, 3),
compute AuthG = H2′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ) and sk = H1′ (C, G, X ⋆ , Y );
– else, compute AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K)
and sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
◮Rule C2(9)
– if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG ∧ ¬OG(C, 4), reject.
– if ¬corruptC ∧ (¬OGA(S) ∨ ¬OG(G, 3)), reject.
– if OG(G, 3) ∧ OG(C, 4), compute AuthG′ = H′ 2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ).
If Π1 and Π2 are valid, and AuthG′ = AuthG,
then compute sk = H′ 1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y ), else reject.
– Lookup in ΛH for K such that AuthG = H2 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K).
• if there is not, then reject.
• if ¬corruptC ,
t
if Π1 and Π2 are valid and Y 6= K s ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
x
• else, if Π1 and Π2 are valid and K = Y ,
then compute sk = H1 (C, G, X ⋆ , Y , K), else reject.
The difference between G9 and G8 is that we replace H1 and H2 by H1′ and H2′ in many more
sessions: in all the sessions in which the session key is not compromised (chosen by oracles). To
show that this difference is negligible, we define below a sequence of hybrid experiments Hybk
for 0 ≤ k ≤ qsend . For the i-th session, ordered according the INIT-query:
– if i ≤ k, process Send-queries as in G9 .
– else process Send-queries as in G8 .
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We want to show that the difference of the success of A in breaking the semantic security of the
session key in Hybk and Hybk+1 is negligible: the adversary asks H1 or H2 on some transcript
CkGkX ⋆ kY kK simulated using H1′ or H2′ . The adversary has found the Diffie-Hellman value
x
K = CDH(X, Y ) = Y . We call this event AskHA9 , since now some of the participants may be
corrupted. For any event Ev, we have:
|Prk+1 [Ev] − Prk [Ev]| ≤ Pr[AskHA9 ].
To upper-bound the probability of event AskHAk , we reduce the adversary behavior in Hybk and
Hybk+1 to the behavior of an adversary, A′ in the CDH-experiment. Let (A, B) be a CDH-input.
◮Rule C1(9,k)
– if (i 6= k), process Send(C, INIT)-query as in G8 =G9 .
– else, if i = k,
⋆
• if ¬corruptC , choose a random exponent x⋆ ∈ Zq , compute X ⋆ = gx .
• else if corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG , set X = A, and compute X ⋆ = X × PW.
• else choose a random x ∈ Zq , compute X = gx and X ⋆ = X × PW.
◮Rule G1(9,k)
– if i < k, proceed as in G9 .
– else, if i = k,
• Check whether Π1 is valid or not.
• Then,
∗ if ¬corruptC ∧ ¬corruptG or OG(S, 2) ∧ OG(G, 3), set Y = B;
y
∗ else, choose a random y ∈ Zq and compute Y = hy and K = X .
• Construct Π2 = NIZKPDL(X ⋆ ; h, Y ).
– else proceed as in G8
If the event AskHAk occurs, then we can extract the CDH-value of A and B in ΛH : Pr[AskHAk ] ≤
Succcdh (t). As a consequence,
∆9 ≤ qsend × Succcdh (t) = negl().
In this final game, we can remark two things: first, the keys are computed using a private
function when they are fresh. Therefore, the adversary cannot distinguish them from truly
random keys.
1
Pr[S8 ] = .
2
Furthermore, the password is not used, except when the client is corrupted, we can thus
choose it when needed only:
– when the client is corrupted;
– when the adversary concludes and outputs its guess b′ for the bit b;
and then check whether events BadReject-Uncorrupted8 and BadReject-C-Uncorrupted8 happened
or not. But as noted before, only one password per session can raise these events, then
Pr[BadReject-Uncorrupted8 ] ≤

qsend
N

Pr[BadReject-C-Uncorrupted 8 ] ≤

qsend
.
N

∆2 = negl() ∆3 = Pr[BadReject-Uncorrupted3 ] + negl() ∆4 ≤ ∆4 = negl()
qsend
+ negl() ∆8 = negl()
∆5 = negl() ∆6 = Pr[BadReject-C-Uncorrupted 6 ] ∆7 ≤
N
Therefore,
2qsend
+ negl()
∆6 = Pr[BadReject-C-Uncorrupted6 ] ≤
N
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qsend 3qsend
+
+ negl()
N
N
1 qsend 5qsend
1 6qsend
S0 ≤ +
+
+ negl() ≤ +
+ negl(),
2
N
N
2
N
is the number of sessions where the adversary is active (i.e.plays via using Send∆3 = Pr[BadReject-Uncorrupted3 ] + negl() ≤

where qsend
queries).
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